Abstract-We develop a technique using deep for human facial expression recognition. Images of preprocessed with photometric normalization manipulation to remove illumination variance. F then extracted by convolving each preprocessed Gabor filters. Kernel PCA is applied to feature them into the deep neural network that consists o hidden layers and a softmax classifier. The deep n using greedy layer-wise strategy. We use the Kanade Dataset for training and testing. Reco performed on six basic expressions (i.e. surpri anger, happiness, sadness). To test the ro classification system further, and for benchmark add a seventh emotion, namely "contempt" recognition tests. We construct confusion matrix performance of the deep network. It is demon network generalizes to new images fairly succ average recognition rate of 96.8% for six emotion seven emotions. In comparison with shallower neu SVM methods, the proposed deep network met better recognition performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In computer vision, the automatic recog expressions has been an active research area Facial expression recognition refers to detecting based on expressions. Since the early 1970s, st by Ekman have shown that there are six "univer emotional expressions" that are easiest to be humans. Those prototypical facial expressions a disgust, anger, happiness and sadness [1] . Since recognition is characterized as a pattern recogn human cognition, computers with pattern reco have the potential to perform as well as, or human.
The automatic expression recognition has sig to many applications. With the advances requirement of a robust real-time facial expres system is urgent. It could improve the perform computer interaction and help to construct more with the ability to understand human emotio robotics and human-computer interaction, facial [4] . More recent w optical flow-based methods for fea Vector Machine (SVM) as classifica Among those published work, n has shown promising results. It has for six basic emotion classificatio explore the potential of neural n expressions. In order to represent be space to the facial expression space deep neural networks, which have complex nonlinear functions.
We have developed a real-time system with high recognition rates.
Angry Disgust
Happiness Sadness ep Neural emotions from the CK+ database [2] ses in other fields such as omobile safety and behavioral falls within the research A recognition system would ction, feature extraction and amount of research has been issues of facial erepression xpression recognition systems erent feature extraction and studied the combination of features with artificial neural [3] . Wang In the remainder of the paper, we will preprocessing techniques in Section 2. In Secti extraction methods are presented. Training proce network is proposed in Section 4. Experime recognition tests on the Extended Cohn-Kan demonstrated and analyzed in Section 5. Concl in Section 6.
II. PREPROCESSING OF IMAGES
Image preprocessing represents an essential expression recognition system. It has significan robustness and performance of the system. preprocessing is to reduce the influence of n extraction and enhance the discriminative inform in images.
A. Face detection
In our facial expression recognition system, of frontal faces that are normalized in sca important that we can localize and extract the fac image. The exclusion of background is cru expression classification. Different face detection algorithms have including shape-information-based approach [6 based approach [7] . Shape-information-based a not fast enough for real-time detection, while approach only works for colored images. In ou the Viola-Jones face detection framework, wh algorithm capable of processing images extrem real-time situations [8] . It is most effective on i faces, which is exactly the type of images we that Viola-Jones algorithm achieves a detection the images used in this study. 
B. Photometric normalization
The variation of illumination con introduce large changes to the i performance of the facial expr photometric normalization algorith can remove illumination variance including multiscale retinex method normalization method, and an normalization method [10] .
Among those photometric nor shown by Short et al. that ho normalization yields the most cons other techniques [11] . Hence, we based normalization in our recogniti An image is the product of two reflectance. A homomorphic filter the logarithm. Then it applies Fouri two components into and . frequency components, while frequency components. Convolving filter will emphasize high frequency frequency components. Therefore, improved and the dynamic range i transformed back into spatial domai transform. 
C. Histogram remapping to norma
Histogram remapping is a com step for photometric normalization. remapping approach is histogram values are mapped to a uniform d contrast and compensate for the illu Ranawade has shown that using conjunction with photometric norm classification performance than usin on its own [12] . However, th equalization is determined empirica Histogram equalization is only a sp concept, which is altering pixel inte distribution fits a predefined fun where represents the mean value, and deno deviation.
In our system, we set to be 0 and to be to the nature of neural networks, has no i classification results. Figure 4 gives a visual histogram remapping. Here the mapped pixel va back to the 8-bit interval for visualization purpo 
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is an essential com recognition system. It aims to identify the most meaningful representation of the face images fo our system, Gabor filtering and Kernel Princ Analysis are used to extract features.
A. Gabor Wavelets
The Gabor filter is a useful tool to extract m features. It is similar to the receptive field pr simple cells, which is characterized as loca selective and orientation selective [13] . Study suggests that Gabor wavelet extracted from f achieve a much better performance than geomet set of fiducial points [14] .
A Gabor filter bank in 2D spatial domain , The magnitude responses of a s of the Gabor filters are shown in Fig   Fig. 5 . Magnitude responses of a p Since we have resized the convolving with Gabor filters, the G space of dimension 655360 (128×1 too high a dimension to efficiently reduce the dimension, we apply dow to all feature vectors. However, the f dimensionality, which is computatio redundant information. Therefore, Analysis is applied. Given a set of samples , … … and unit variance, linear PCA finds the project finding the eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors u o matrix C, such that λu Cu.
B. Kernel Principal Component An
In KPCA, each vector in is projected t of higher dimension, using a nonlinear map Hence, the eigenvalue problem in feature space b where is the new covariance matrix, eigenvector with ∑ .
Then, we can project in feature spa dimensional space spanned by eigenvectors vector , those projections are the non components corresponding to .
· ∑ ·
Denote the kernel function by
Hence, the nonlinear principal components implicitly using the kernel function witho projection of input vectors to high dimensional makes the Kernel PCA have a similar computat compared with linear PCA.
In this system, we use the fractional power p which is defined by k , sgn ·
In Section 5, we will show that the no components extracted by KPCA achieve better than linear principal components extracted using IV. FEEDFORWARD DEEP NEURAL NETW Deep neural networks are ones in which th hidden layers. Since each hidden layer comp transform of the previous layer, multiple hidden power to generate much more complex features o result, a deep network can learn significantly functions than a shallow network. It has been layer network can represent functions that a (kcan only represent with an exponentially large n units [18] .
A. The network architecture
The deep network we design contains one hidden layers and one output layer as shown in are feature vectors obtained after KPCA. Ea contains 200 units.
with zero mean ion directions by of the covariance to a feature space pping function . becomes (6) and is the ace to a low . For a input nlinear principal .
( 8) can be extracted out the explicit l space . This tional complexity polynomial kernel,
nlinear principal recognition rates g PCA.
WORKS
here are multiple putes a nonlinear n layers have the of the input. As a y more complex shown that a k--1) layer network number of hidden input layer, two Fig.6 . The inputs ach hidden layer where m equals to the number of em parameter.
B. Greedy layer-wise training
Even though the significant pow proved theoretically and appreciat found it difficult to train deep net based optimization algorithms are no is propagated across multiple lay [19] [20] . Reasons include insuf converging to local optima and diffu In order to address those problem a greedy layer-wise unsupervised restricted Boltzmann machines (RB improved the greedy layer-wise pr networks. The main idea of the meth of the deep network one at a time [ that we apply.
In our training process, the two are firstly trained using unlabeled im an identity function where the desir input. This process is unsupervised unlabeled images helps the ne representations prior to supervised labeled image data into the two hidd he Deep Network en units is the logistic sigmoid .
(10)
x is the input vector and W is assifier. Each output unit will mage being its corresponding softmax classifier for an input hidden layers of the network mages. They will try to learn red output is the same as the d feature learning. The use of etwork learn good feature learning. Then we feed the den layers that are pre-trained and perform forward propagation to obtain feature vectors. Those feature vectors are used to train the output layer, which is a softmax classifier. Supervised training is applied here, where the target value of a output unit is 1 if the labeled emotion is the same as the one it represents, and 0 otherwise. We apply finetuning of the whole network as the final step. We treat all layers as one single model and use back propagation algorithm to improve upon all the weights in one iteration.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We use the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset for training and testing the deep neural network. It is a very popular database used to evaluate the performance of facial expression recognition systems. The number of images contained in the dataset is shown in TABLE I. 
A. Recognition of six basic facial expressions
Recognition tests are firstly performed on six basic expressions where effects of different preprocessing techniques on classification performance are studied. We conduct six sets of test. Each set uses the same 327 images, but the images are preprocessed with different techniques. We use leave-one-out subject cross-validation strategy, which is an exhaustive crossvalidation method. We use one image as the validation set and the remaining as the training set. For each set of test, the crossvalidation is repeated 327 times. And the correct recognition rate is defined by dividing the number of correctly recognized image with the total number of images.
For each test set, we have recorded the recognition rate for each emotion as well as the total recognition rate. TABLE II shows the recognition rate using original/uniform/normal histogram distribution and PCA/KPCA.
Based on the results, we can see that histogram remapped images significantly outperform images with no histogram manipulation. Of the two histogram manipulation techniques, fitting a normal distribution leads to better recognition rates than histogram equalization. Moreover, Kernel PCA is more powerful over PCA in terms of improving recognition rates. Overall, fitting a normal histogram distribution combined with KPCA yields the best performance.
B. Recognition of seven facial expressions
In order to further test the robustness of the system and do reliable benchmark comparison, we perform recognition tests on seven emotions, including six basic emotions and contempt. A confusion matrix of the test results is presented in TABLE III. The overall recognition rate for seven emotions is 91.7%, which is lower than the recognition rate for six emotions (96.8%). An explanation for the drop in recognition rate is that adding one more possibility in the output of the network will dilute the possibility of the correct emotion, since the total possibility of seven emotions has to be equal to 1. Another reason may be due to the fact that contempt is a very subtle emotion and can be easily confused with other stronger emotions. The results given in [2] . In their study, Lucey et al. applied two SVMs with one using SPTS (similarity-normalized shape) features and the other using CAPP (canonical appearance) features. The same leave-one-out subject cross-validation is applied. It is worth mentioning that Lucey et al. were also involved in the creation of the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset.
TABLE IV shows a comparison of the performance between our deep neural network and the SVM method. Generally speaking, the deep network performs better with a +3.7% higher average recognition rate. Explicitly speaking, the deep network performs better for Angry, Fear and Surprise. For Disgust and Sadness, both systems have the same performance while the SVM performs better for Sadness and Contempt. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a facial expression recognition system based on feedforward deep neural networks is built. The system consists of three major stages, which are image preprocessing, feature extraction and expression classification. Recognition tests were performed on the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset. We have shown that fitting normal distribution to the histogram of images combined with Kernel PCA yields an improved recognition rate compared with conventional histogram equalization and linear PCA. In the experimental results presented, the deep network provides better performance on seven emotion recognition compared with the SVM method proposed in [2] . However, since the recognition tests were performed only on one dataset, future work is to improve the system so that it can adapt to a variety of datasets. Moreover, the application of the system to real-life engineering problems will be studied.
